A method to determine quasi-steady state in constant voltage mode isotachophoresis.
Identification of the steady state is very challenging in isotachophoresis (ITP); especially in complex microgeometries, such as dog-leg channels or cross-channel junctions. In this work, an elastic matching method is applied to determine the quasi-steady state in microscale ITP. In the elastic matching method, the similarity between two profiles is calculated by comparing intensity distribution of two images or profiles. To demonstrate this similarity-based analysis technique for ITP, a constant voltage mode ITP model is developed and applied to a five-component ITP system. Hydrochloric acid and caproic acid are used as the leader and terminator, respectively, while histidine is used as the counter-ion. Two sample components, acetic acid and benzoic acid, are separated under the action of an applied electric field in both straight and dog-leg microchannels. This analysis shows that conductivity profiles provide a better measure to determine the quasi-steady state in an ITP process. For a straight microchannel, the quasi-steady state is achieved in less than a minute with a total potential drop of 100 V in a 2 cm long channel. In a straight channel, a true steady state can be achieved for ITP with appropriate countercurrent flow where stationary zones are formed, but the time it takes to reach the steady state is much longer than the without counter flow case. The numerical results indicate that a steady state cannot be reached in a dog-leg microchannel because of sample dispersion and refocusing at and near the intersections and at the branch channels. However, the elastic matching method can be used to determine the quasi-steady state in a dog-leg microchannel.